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What if  events are separated from each oth-
er by space and time, thus forming a clas-
sic Minkowskian spacetime grid?  What if  
all the Universe shares a common present?  
What if  these events of  the common present 
share an identical Minkowskian distance 
from the Big Bang?  If  we assume that the 
Big Bang is just another event, nevertheless 
the first event, this event point will have a 
specific distance (interval) from the present.  
We will call this interval R.  Since the Min-
kowskian interval for a mass with its own 
past is the passage of  time multiplied by the 
velocity of  light, what if  R is simply the fast-
est velocity in the Universe multiplied by the 
time that the Universe has expanded?

What is Radius? 

Radius is a very familiar concept.  Since most astro-
nomical objects are either spherical or elliptical, the 
radius of  those objects is clearly defined and depen-
dent upon which radial angle is being measured.  
Based upon these examples, the concept of  radius 
is quite easy to understand.  It is simply the distance 
from the geographical center to the surface of  the 
object.

But the determination of  the radius of  the 
Universe is more problematic.  The Universe has 

no clearly defined edges.  Wherever an observer 
is, the Universe radiates from that point.  Several 
hundred years ago, it was popularly believed that 
if  one sailed too far, they would fall off the edge of  
the Earth.  Later that concept fell apart as it was 
learned that the Earth curves around on itself.

With the Universe that same dilemma ex-
ists.  The solution is not so different than that discov-
ered by the early explorers.  Wherever an observer 
is, there exists a radius to the limit of  the Universe.  
It would seem that we have not one radius but an 
infinite number based on where the measurement 
occurs.  We are left with the same uncertainty.  
Where are we measuring from and to where are we 
measuring?

Another dilemma is the distinction of  what 
radius is being measured.  Is it the radius of  the 
observable Universe or the entirety of  its dimen-
sions?  Observability is limited not only by the mea-
surement technology of  the observer, but it is also 
constrained by the time that it takes light to travel 
from distant reaches of  the Universe.  Light can 
travel only so far since the formation of  the Uni-
verse.  Light’s velocity is limited so there are regions 
of  space that are unobservable.

We can observe distant galaxies with light 
that left millions or billions of  years ago, but we see 
stars that may no longer even exist.  So we see the 
past and not its current appearance.  Even seeing 
the observable Universe has problems related to 
what is seen.

Chapter 1 
Radius
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If  unobservable regions are included, an entirely 
different radius is at stake.  This radius depends 
upon the operative theory of  physics used.  Infla-
tion theory generates a much greater radial limit 
than the observable universe.  Other theory vari-
ations derive results that differ from each other by 
many orders of  magnitude.

Since all evidence indicates that the Uni-
verse is expanding, it must be known when the 
measurement takes place.  One observer here 
may have a totally different measurement than an 
observer somewhere else with a different experi-
ence of  time flow when measuring.  An observer 
in a spacetime framework altered by either veloc-
ity-based or gravity-based relativity might see the 
Universe compressed by the shorter wavelengths 
of  light reaching the observer.  An observer with a 
slowed time experience relative to another observer 
will see more completed waves with shorter wave-
lengths in a unit of  time.  Hence, the light-year will 
be shorter to the degree that time is slowed in that 
direction.

This brings up the other question:  What 
is the measuring stick?  We have adopted a time-
based measurement unit called the light-year.  So 
what started out to be strictly a measurement of  
space ends up with a time component.  A strategy 

Figure 1-1   The light bulb 
example, which shows a radius 
that is time-dependent.  a In open 
space a bubble of light expands 
at the velocity of light. b After one 
second the bubble is 1 light-sec-
ond radius in size, or 300,000 
km. c After two seconds, the light 
bubble is 600,000 km.

a

b

c
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to deal with these uncertainties needs to be adopted 
if  there is ever to be a solution to the radius dilem-
ma.
 It will be shown that there is a distinct and 
knowable radius for the Universe, and that radius 
is not limited to being a statistical curiosity.  It is a 
fundamental component of  the physics of  the Uni-
verse.

Spacetime Light Cone

Imagine an instantaneous flash of  light in open 
space.  The light will expand in a bubble formation 
at the velocity of  light or c.  The edge of  the light 
bubble will be at 300,000 kilometers from its source 
after one second.  The bubble will have a radius 
of  cΔt.  After two seconds the bubble will have a 
radius of  two light seconds or 600,000 kilometers, 
and so on.  
 We now have the beginning of  a solution 
to the radius dilemma.  It is necessary to reevaluate 
what is being measured.  The radius is time depen-
dent.  The light bulb example shows that the radius 

of  the light bubble is determined by the passage of  
time.  We are not measuring a static quantity.  In-
stead the values derived are of  space and the time 
that it took to enclose the space.
 We are not merely calculating the radius of  
space.  We are determining the radius of  spacetime.  
Spacetime is a four-dimensional quantity, and space 
and time are the four dimensions.
 Since the velocity of  light is the limiting ve-
locity in the Universe and since light was a major 
component of  the early Universe, then the radius 
of  the Universe is the distance that light can travel 
for the entire duration of  the Universe’s existence.  
It is estimated that the Universe is 13.798 billion 
years old.
 This age and the current velocity of  light 
results in the following calculation of  the Universe’s 
radius:

Figure 1-2  From the Big Bang to the Milky Way Galaxy: Radius = Velocity of Light (c) • 
the Age of the Universe (T).

Chapter 1: Radius

R = cTUniverse
R =2.9979	 i 	108ms−1 	 i 	1.3798	 i 	1010y	 i
							3.155815	 i 	107sy−1

R =1.30541434	 i 	1026m



Minkowskian Spacetime

Hermann Minkowski, a former teacher of  Albert 
Einstein, determined that a consequence of  Spe-
cial Relativity is that space and time are forever 
interlinked in something that he called spacetime.  
Movement in space decreases the rate that a mass 
moves through time.  Observers in different ref-
erence frames will see different spatial and time 
components for the same two events.  If  the two 
vantage points have different reference frames, they 
can be designated by Δt or Δt’, and Δs or Δs’.
 In combination, the square root of  the 
summation of  the square of  the change in space 
plus the square of  the change in time × c between 
the same events will be equal for all observers, such 
that:

 

Interval is the absolute within a relativistic uni-
verse.  Any two events have a unique interval of  
separation.  Each of  these events is interconnected 
to any other event by another interval.  And like-
wise, all of  these are interconnected by their own 
distinct interval.  In combination, all events lie in a 
fixed four-dimensional grid that when taken in its 
entirety, lays out the history of  the Universe.

c2Δt2 +Δs2 = interval = c2Δ ′t 2 +Δ ′s 2

Figure 1-3  The fixed four-dimensional grid where 
all events are connected by intervals.
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A worldline is an illustration that plots 
a mass’ movement in time and space.  Typically 
worldlines are two-dimensional illustrations of  the 
four spacetime dimensions.  The three spatial di-
mensions are substituted for one dimension labeled 
Δs.  The vertical dimension denotes Δt.  As time 
passes, the mass moves up the vertical axis a dis-
tance of  c × Δt.  Tangential movement is movement 
away from or towards the vertical axis.

The worldline shows movement relative to 
both space and time.  The mass may begin by mov-
ing away from the vertical and later back towards 
the vertical reference line or show acceleration as in 
Figure 1-4.

Figure 1-4  This illustrates that the particle is sacrificing movement in time for move-
ment in space, and when accelerated, more time is sacrificed for the increased move-
ment in space.

The fastest that energy can move is the velocity of light.  The illustration shows 
the worldline for light.  Note that it is a 45º, i.e., it moves forward in space as fast as time 
passes multiplied by c.  All mass-based objects must fall within the 45º angle formed by 
light.

If a mass just passes through ambient time without a commensurate movement 
in space, then its spacetime line is directly up the ambient reference line.

If  a mass experiences two local events with-
in its internal space separated only by the passage 
of  time, the interval between these two events has 
no spatial component.  Therefore, since Δs = 0, the 
interval equals cΔt.  This interval is referred to as 
the mass’ worldline.  For example, a high-velocity 
particle when viewed from another reference frame 
would have a worldline with both time and space 
components.  However, since the particle always 
exists in the same spatial reference frame relative to 
itself, it has a strictly time-based worldline.

Every mass in the Universe had its origin in 
the Big Bang.  It is a shared event of  all matter.  It 
is at-rest with respect to each mass in the Universe.  

9
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Figure 1-5  a mass passing through ambient time, with a spacetime line directly up 
the ambient reference line, without any commensurate movement in space. 

Figure 1-6  Several masses, including the Milky Way Galaxy, moving in ambient spacetime.  
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The worldline interval between that event and an 
event in the present moment for every mass is c • 
Δt.  This cannot be over emphasized.  Every mass 
has zero movement relative to itself.  Therefore, the 
passage of  time alone is shown in its worldline.

A mass formed in the Big Bang that moves 
radially away from the Big Bang reference point 
until the present day is moving in ambient space-
time.  Ambient spacetime means that there is no 
net movement relative to the Universe’s mass oth-
er than that due to the expansion of  space itself.  
Ambient spacetime means that it will experience 
the maximum passage of  local time, which is some-
times referred to as wristwatch time.  Ambient 
space represents most of  the mass in the Universe 
since space expands uniformly, and matter usually 
follows the spokes of  the spherical expansion.

The length of  the worldline from the Big 
Bang is the distance that mass has traveled from 
that event.  This is the largest distance in the Uni-
verse and is therefore the Universe’s radius (R).  
The universal worldline for every mass back to its 
origin equals R.  For this worldline Δt is the age of  
the Universe, which will be referred to as T.  So c • 
Δt = cT = R.  If  we assume T to be 13.798 billion 
years, then R = 1.3798 • 1010 y • 3.155815 • 107 s 
y-1 • 2.99792458 • 108 m s-1 = 1.30541434 • 1026 

meters.  From this equation we now have the re-
lationship between the age of  the Universe and its
size.

R = cΔt = c tnow − tBig Bang⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ = ctAgeof Universe = cT

Radius Redefined

We now have a center from which to measure radi-
us.  That center is the Big Bang.  The Big Bang is 
a single point of  zero dimensions.  Radius formed 
with the first event forming a sphere with a Planck 
radius.  Each Planck increment of  time produces 
an increase of  one Planck unit of  radius.

Not only does every mass share a universal 
origin, they also share a universal present.  That 
ubiquitous present unifies the Universe into one co-
hesive whole.  The present is the edge of  the Uni-
verse’s spacetime sphere.  The distance between 

the Big Bang origin and the “present” surface is the 
Universe’s radius.

Hubble’s Constant and 
Universe’s Radius

Does this approximate reality?  Edwin Hubble con-
clusively proved that the Universe is expanding.  
Beginning in the 1930s until his death in 1953 he 
attempted to measure the rate of  expansion.  The 
expansion rate for the Universe has been defined as 
Hubble’s constant  (H0).  Recent advances in tech-
niques and instrumentation have increased the ac-
curacy of  the observed rate of  expansion.

A recent estimate of  Hubble’s constant is 
71±4 km s-1 per megaparsec.1   A parsec is approx-
imately 3.26 light years.2   At large distances, where 
local gravitational effects are reduced, galactic ob-
jects are moving away from each other.  The rate 
that distant objects separate is close to universal 
since it is a product of  the Universe’s expansion.

Hubble’s constant is a calculated value 
based on red shifts or brightness of  standard can-
dles.  If  astronomical objects are separating at 71 
km s-1 per megaparsec, then objects separated by 
2 mpc will be moving away from one another at a 
velocity of  142 km per second.

Since the Universe is expanding at the ve-
locity of  light, at what distance will galaxies be sep-
arating at c?  If  c is divided by 71 km s-1/mpc, this 
should reveal the approximate distance from one 
end of  the Universe to the other where the reces-
sion velocity is the velocity of  light:

R = c
H0

R = 2.99792458 i  108  ms−1

7.1 i  104  m s−1  mpc−1

R = 4.22242899 i  103  mpc

1  There have been other studies that have calculated slightly different values for Hubble’s constant.
2  A parsec is a cumbersome unit of measure for astronomical distances.  It is based upon the measurement to proxi-
mate stars using the parallax of Earth’s orbit.
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Figure 1-7  A calculation of distance measured in 
megaparsecs.  a Here the unit of one megaparsec 
is equal to 3,261,563 light years.  b A separation 
of two megaparsecs will be moving away from one 
another at a velocity of 142 km per second.  c 4,222 
megaparsecs is the approximate distance from one 
end of the Universe to the other where the recession 
velocity is the velocity of light.
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This is equivalent to a radius in meters of:    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is exceptionally close to the calculated value 
of  1.3029 • 1026 meters and is only 0.19% off that 
value and well within the error limit.

Another way of  approaching the problem is to re-
verse the direction of  time and project how much 
the Universe would compress over the 13.798 bil-
lion years of  its history.  This can be done by mul-
tiplying the negative of  H0 by the age of  the Uni-
verse.

A megaparsec is 3.08567800 • 1022 m.  If  time was 
to be reversed and the rate of  separation became 
the rate of  consolidation, every mass would ar-
rive at the same location in a time period equal to 
the age of  the Universe. No matter how far apart 
objects may be, if  each megaparsec interval were 
to compress at 71 km per second for a period of

R = 9.4605i1015  m ly−1  i  
      3.261644 i106  ly mpc−1  i  
      4.22242899 i103 mpc
R = 1.30290575 i  1026  m

Rcalculated by RT

Rcalculated by c H0

=

1.30541434 i1026m
1.30290575 i1026m

=

100.1925% or 0.1925% variance

s = H0T

s = −7.1i104m s−1  i  
1.3798 i1010y i  
3.1558150 i107  s yr−1

s = −3.0916194 i1022  m

13.798 billion years, all locations in space would 
be compressed to a single point.  This point was 
the Big Bang.

This is a very interesting conclusion.  It doesn’t 
matter how large the Universe is.  If  every location 
in space separated by a megaparsec were to reverse 
direction for the age of  the Universe, then all points 
in the Universe would coalesce at a single location.  
The difference is that if  the Universe is larger than 
4,222 megaparsecs, then the final consolidation 
would be at a velocity greater than the velocity of  
light.

The Current Estimates

The Universe is seen as having two radii:  One is 
the radius of  the visible universe and the other is 
the radius of  the entire universe.  The present par-
adigm for the Universe’s expansion believes that 
the earliest Universe underwent a hyper-expansion 
called inflation.  This caused the Universe to be of  
an unspecified but incredible size.  A hyper-inflated 
Universe would have vast regions of  unreachable 
and unseeable space.  According to this theory the 
Universe’s size is completely unknown and depen-
dent upon random oscillations that are perceived to 
have taken the Universe out of  the hyper-inflation-
ary epoch.
 Since this theory leaves incredible unsee-
able regions of  space, we are left with assessing 
the size of  what can be seen.  There are estimates 
of  the “visible Universe”.  These are based upon 
the distance to the most remote observable galax-
ies and the expansion since the time that light left 
these distant sources.  Some believe that the visible 
Universe is 46 billion light-years in radius.  Dou-
bling this radius makes the diameter of  the visible 
Universe 91 billion light-years across.

s
m mpc

=

3.0916194 i1022  m
3.08567831i1022  m mpc

=

100.1925% mpc
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Challenge to the Prevailing 
Belief 

Imagine a grid of  points at equal distance from each 
other exactly one megaparsec separation filling the 
entire Universe.  Visualize spheres one megaparsec 
in diameter as a series of  marbles.  If  these are laid 
on a flat surface, six marbles would connect around 
a central marble.  Above this hexagon of  marbles 
three marbles can be placed such that each mar-
ble center is exactly one diameter from the central 
seven marbles.  The same can be placed below.  If  
the marbles are now spread out over the surface 
such that they form a circular layer, another layer 
can be placed above and below the central layer.  If  
all marbles are grouped such that a sphere can be 
created, it will be seen that all marble centers are 
exactly one diameter from the adjacent centers.

Now place these spherical center points in 
space that are one megaparsec from all adjacent 
points.  If  these spheres fill the entire Universe, then 
a grid of  equidistant points would encompass all 
of  space.  If  we use the assumption that the visible 
universe is 91 billion light-years in diameter, and if  
we reverse the movement of  spacetime at the Hub-
ble rate of  71 km mpc-1, every megaparsec interval 
will close at 71 km per second.  After 13.798 bil-
lion years the points in space will all coalesce at one 
point that we can label the Big Bang.

Initially, the most distant points in our 
megaparsec grid will approach each other at a ve-
locity greatly in excess of  c.  Below is that calcula-
tion showing Hubble’s constant multiplied times 91 
billion light-years converted to megaparsecs:

vapproach =H0Rproposed 	(Universe)

vapproach =
7.1i104m	s−1mpc−1 	 i 	9.1i1010ly

3.261644 i106ly	mpc−1

vapproach =1.98090288i10
9m	s−1

This is 6.607 × the velocity of  light:

A 91 billion light-year visible universe would have 
a separation velocity at the extremes of  6.6 times 
the velocity of  light.  If  time is reversed then the 
megaparsec grid of  points within the universe 
would shrink at 71 km/s.  After 13.798 billion years 
every grid point would merge with the adjacent 
grid points.  Near the end of  this process, all points 
would be in very proximate space.

This calculation is only for what is seen as 
the visible universe.  According to inflation theory, 
there is vastly more universe outside of  the “visible 
universe” for which to account.  Regardless of  how 
big the Universe is, a ubiquitous Hubble’s constant 
would in reverse time coalesce the Universe in 13.798 
billion years.  A universe of  trillions of  light-years 
or even, as some have hypothesized, an infinite Uni-
verse, would coalesce all megaparsec grid points in 
13.798 billion years.  An infinite universe would 
have an infinite approach velocity at its extremes.

This leaves the question:  Does Special 
Relativity apply to this very early universe when all 
masses were in close proximity to every other piece 
of  matter?  Does Special Relativity apply in this sit-
uation or is it once again discarded due to some 
technicality?  Why not just discard Special Relativ-
ity as having any meaning whatsoever?

Since the Universe is assumed to be isotro-
pic, i.e., similar in all ways throughout the cosmos, 
distant reaches of  the Universe are assumed to obey 
Hubble’s constant as they do in local space.  This 
means that the greater the distance objects are, the 
greater is the separation velocity.  At a certain dis-
tance separation velocities exceed the velocity of  
light.  Due to this reason and due to the beliefs for 
how black holes behave, it is assumed that light’s 
speed limit established by Special Relativity only 
applies to local space. Under these assumptions, 

Ratiovelocity 	of 	approach	to 	c =
Approach	velocity

c

Ratiovelocity 	of 	approach	to 	c =
1.98090288i109m	s−1

2.99792458i108m	s−1

Ratiovelocity 	of 	approach	to 	c =6.60758078c
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Special Relativity becomes limited in a way that 
Einstein never intended – distance changes the 
law.  This leaves the question:  What is the limiting 
distance for when Special Relativity applies?  How 
close do masses have to be for the law to apply?
 For example, if  the Universe has an ex-
treme radius of  1050 meters and if  every section 
of  space separated by a megaparsec coalesced at 
71 km s-1mpc-1, then the extremes of  the Universe 
would approach each other at 7.66 • 1023 times the 
velocity of  light:

This absurdly large value for approach velocity 
means that Special Relativity has absolutely no 
meaning.  Masses cannot approach or separate 
each other faster than c.  Today’s paradigm con-
siders Special Relativity as relevant only when the 
masses are local.  After 13.798 billion years of  co-
alescing all mass would be local to each other.  The 
approach velocity cannot be possible.  Any size for 
the Universe larger than the Hubble limit becomes 
untenable.

Radius from What?

What is radius?  What are we measuring?  This is 
where current theory fails.  When we observe the 
Universe, we are observing the past.  Distance is 
measured in light-years.  Distance is time based.
 The four dimensions of  the Universe are 
the three Euclidean axes and one time-based di-
mension.  Time is a fourth dimension that “can’t be 
seen all at once”.  It is a dimension that comes to us 
over time.  It is depth.
 Minkowskian intervals combine move-
ments in space and movements in time.  The pas-
sage of  time alone creates interval.  We see depth 
and that depth is the past.  Radius must be rede-

vapproach = c
Rextreme
RcT

vapproach = c
1050m

1.305411434 i1026m
vapproach =7.66040i10

23c

fined as the Minkowskian interval to the most dis-
tant point in the past.  That point is the Big Bang.
 The further objects are from our point of  
observation; the further they are in the past.  We 
are able to observe the cosmic background radi-
ation from when the Universe was 380,000 years 
old, but mass and energy before this point exist be-
yond the CBR veil.
 If  we imagine total transparency of  the 
early Universe, ask where is the Big Bang itself ?  Is 
it up from the observer’s position, to the right, left 
or down?  Since every object in the Universe orig-
inated at the Big Bang, then clearly the Big Bang 
exists radially behind the distant objects that one 
observes.  Since objects exist in all directions, then 
the Big Bang is the envelope encompassing the en-
tire Universe, receding at the redshift for an object 
moving at the velocity of  light.
 This is the radius of  the Universe.  As space 
expands, so does the distance between objects.  Ob-
jects that appear to be 10 billion light-years away 
were much closer when light left its source.  So the 
expansion is built into the observation.  Therefore, 
the radius of  the Universe is literally the distance to 
the Big Bang.
 We are the Minkowskian distance to the 
Big Bang, and the same applies for every other mass 
in the Universe.  Every mass exists in a common 
present, and that present is RT from the Big Bang.  
The volume of  the Universe is that of  a four-di-
mensional light cone equal to the age of  the Uni-
verse.

One-Degree of Freedom Short

Degrees of  freedom refer to the ability of  an object 
to move.  For example, a ball sitting in a physical 
well cannot move without the application of  force.  
The ball therefore has zero degrees of  freedom.  
However, if  the ball floats in a slot, it has one degree 
of  freedom that we can name as sideways.  The 
second degree of  freedom can be added by placing 
the ball on a plane.  That extra movement can be 
named back and forth.
 If  we move the ball into a non-barrier 
bound space, it will have three degrees of  freedom.  
The third degree will be called up and down.  These 
are the three spatial degrees of  freedom.  These are 
the three Cartesian coordinates of  our observable 
universe.
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Figure 1-8  A ball in the 3-degrees of freedom.  
0-degrees is where the ball is stuck in a spacetime
well and cannot move, 1-degree shows a ball that
rolls back and forth, 2-degrees shows one that rolls
on a plane as would a pool ball on a table. This cube
shows 3-degrees with a ball moving in three spatial
degrees.

It has already been stated that there is no 
observable edge to the Universe.  There is a rea-
son for this.  We live one degree of  freedom short 
of  the vantage point that would allow us to see the 
Universe as one cohesive four-dimensional whole.  
What is the fourth degree of  freedom that we lack?  
That is the spatial aspect of  time, i.e., cΔt of  the 
worldline.  As already stated, matter exists in the 
common present.  That present limits our vantage 
point to this moment.  It has already been stated 
that the radius of  the Universe is the layers of  time 
before now.  We therefore are locked into the single 
vantage point of  the omnipresent NOW.  We can-
not “ride the radius” to different vantage points for 
that would mean moving through time.3

One aspect of  time can now be defined.  
Time is a spatial dimension that cannot be seen all at once.  
In order to see the Universe in all four dimensions 
one would have to be extra-universe and able to see 
all time at once in the same way that a spatial di-
mension can be seen.

Figure 1-9  The three-di-
mensional light cone, where 
the height of the cone is the 
same dimension as the radi-
us of the circle.

3  I first gained clarity about the “one-degree-of-freedom-short” concept from my good friend Kenneth Nelson.
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The Four-Dimensional 
Spacetime Light Cone

Light expands spherically over time as seen with the 
flash-bulb illustration.  This expanding sphere is of-
ten referred to as a light cone.  It is illustrated in a 
three-dimenional way by replacing the sphere with 
a circle and showing a cone with that circle as its 
base.  The height of  the cone is the expansion that 
occurs with the passage of  time.

The three-dimensional light cone illustra-
tion can be formed by integrating the formula for a 
circle.  This forms a light cone where the height of  
the cone is the same dimension as the radius of  the 
circle.

Of  course the true light cone is not three dimen-
sional.  It is a four-dimensional cone; three of  space 
and one of  time.  It is an expanding sphere from a 
single point origin to a sphere advanced forward 
in time. Just like the formulation for the three-di-
mensional cone, the four-dimensional cone’s form-

∫πr2 = 1
3
πr3

ulation is achieved by the integration of  the formu-
la for the volume of  a sphere rather than the area 
of  a circle.

 Note that the formula resembles that of  the 3-D 
version.  The 4-dimensional light cone is the vol-
ume of  the Universe’s spacetime.  It is all of  the 
time periods of  the Universe at once.

The Universe is a four-dimensional expe-
rience.  We of  course can’t see it that way because 
we are contained within its dimensions.  Seeing the 
Universe in its entirety is “God’s” vantage point.  
This is not a statement about the existence of  God.  
It is however a statement about a holistic view of  all 
that is part of  this place we call our universe.

vsphere =
4
3
πr3

v4−D 	light 	cone
4
3Big 	Bang

Now
⌠
⌡⎮

πr3 = 1
3
πr4

Figure 1-10  The four-di-
mensional light cone, which 
shows three dimensions of 

space and one of time.
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Chapter 1: Radius
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OCCAM’S RAZOR
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OCCAM’S RAZOR

Occam's Razor guides you step by step to a set of calculated quantities that are exceptionally 
close to actual observations of the structure and behavior of the Universe throughout its 
history.  The following Appendix is a summary of those calculations.
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Appendix B

Appendix B
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